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AN UNFORGETTABLE YEAR IN SO MANY WAYS….
MAF started off our 20th anniversary year, on a high note. In February,
our volunteers organised a super-successful Psychic Evening and ran a
busy stand at the Scottish Council of Voluntary Organisation’s popular
2 day exhibition The Gathering, at Glasgow’s S.E.C. Special
visitors, including the First Minister, dropped in for celebration cake.
Our Founder Sandra Brown received a standing ovation from over
250 attendees for a final performance of her play One of Our Ain.
“Considering the journey since it began in London’s Soho Theatre, I
was touched to be asked
to deliver the play to
mark our twenty years
of supporting survivors
affected by child sexual
abuse.
Truly
surreal
though, was just a few
weeks after I had a
packed-out auditorium,
that very same space
became
the
Louisa
Jordan Hospital for C
19 victims,” comments
Sandra. “Everything at

MAF paused abruptly…all
the remaining plans for 2020
were shelved, causing funding
worries. Especially the loss of
our annual Ladies Lunch- our
flagship event, but also many
small scale ones, too. Like
others, we’d to devise running
a reduced service with most
staff working remotely.
Some charities, sadly, where
funding dried up overnight,
haven’t made it into 2021.
Thanks to CEO Gillian
Urquhart and her amazing
team, we’ve survived because
Matty McVarish and Nicola Sturgeon at
they acted promptly,” she
the MAF stand with his book
explains.
“What a roller
coaster. Whatever the future holds, I’ll view 2020 as a catalyst year,
one causing fundamental changes for service provision and how we
now use our office space. As well as moments of real sadness, though,
we encountered truly magnificent highs. So let’s be positive and choose
to celebrate those!”

FANTASTIC HIGHLIGHTS KEPT UP SPIRITS!
Huge boosts in summer were MAF not just keeping its Gold Award status from Investors in People
but after an intensive external review of the agency’s policies and practices and a wide-ranging
survey, we received the highest award possible. “We are rightly proud of this achievement given
that less than 2% of Scottish businesses hold it. Of those, charities only account for 0.05%, with most
much bigger than us,” states Maggie Docherty, the Charity’s Chair. “I’m thrilled that our hard work is
tracked so clearly- Silver in 2014, Gold in 2017, and now Platinum in 2020! Hats off to the whole
team at MAF.”
And hats were in the air again as the prestigious Scottish Charity of the Year finals were reached
in September. “To be selected from hundreds of entries
as finalists was humbling,” Maggie adds. “We were
thrilled to be in highly respected company which again
Moira Anderson
reflected so well on the huge efforts the Staff, Board
Foundation
and Volunteers have made over recent years. I’ve been
privileged to be Chair over this period, and have huge
was highly commended in the category of
admiration for Gillian’s leadership of operations. While
Charity of the year
we weren’t the overall winner, the judges gave us a
Highly Commended Award which we will display with
great pleasure.”
Sponsored by

The Scottish Charity Awards 2020 is proudly presented by

Stephanie and Laura with our award

MAF NEWS
VIBRANT VOLUNTEERS KEEP US ON TRACK
MAF’s volunteers were determined to keep our 2020 Campaign
boosted to refurbish our existing base and expand into adjoining
premises (which we hope to see linked by Summer 2021.) They came
up with some fabulous ideas for fundraising safely which included
MAF Hatter Tea Parties, Cocktail Zooms, Curry On in the Kitchen (with
Trustee Rukhsana Saleem) and Bagging Big Bens, to name a few.

“Never have I been so amazed at the ingenuity of our volunteers! They
refused to give in, and found safe ways to have folk donate,” Coordinator and Staff member Audrey laughs. “Some ideas you couldn’t
make up- like having the Dundee University Women’s Rugby Team
“fill” Murrayfield by doing the same number of squats as there are
seats in the Stadium. 67,144 Truly awe-inspiring!”

Our Best Child’s Hat was won by Natasha Ritchie (9) while Liz
Sweeney was Adult Winner. Her prize was a fabulous celebration
cake designed and made by Volunteer Edna Doran.
The Best Cake Winner was another 9 year old, Farrah McKeever,
whose delicious chocolate creation was supervised by Lucy Feeney.

Lockdown Activities still raised over £23K for our 2020 Campaign,
and a special mention goes to the Magnificent Munro Baggers
(below) and Edinburgh University student Marcus Corrigan, who
ran a spectacularly fast 5K in the Meadows to raise a grand!

Well done to every
single volunteer.
What grand supportwhether you squatted,
climbed, walked miles
or organised umpteen
raffles (thanks Irene
Robison, Jillian Mitchell
& Sarah Robinson, plus
a million thanks to Liz
Sloan for her amazing
Music Marathon..!)
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LOCKDOWN BLUES
We are a charity that has never been more needed. That’s a strong message we send on social media, particularly after Police
Scotland figures released in August revealed a 30% increase in child sexual offences in the past five years. An NSPCC Report also found contacts
about sexual abuse to Childline during Lockdown tripled from March-Oct. Police data showed there were 5, 311 recorded offences in 2019-20.
Girls were five times more likely to be victims, but boys are far less likely to report it. This involves an average of 15 incidents per day- ranging
from online grooming, to sexual assault, and rape. Some 1, 588 offences happened to those under age 13. These horrifying statistics show why
recovery services are so necessary, but specialist therapy services like MAF’s are not available across Scotland which is heartbreaking. The
Scottish Government revises National Child Protection Guidance before May. We are involved in their consultation, and urge them to focus on
this issue without delay.
In 2020, we supported over 500 cases. In autumn, MAF saw a steady rise of under-16’s referred. Almost 90 disclosed abuse following the first
Lockdown. With Mental Health waiting times still around a year for many- a national scandal- we don’t see this problem easing. Behind each of
these figures is a youngster who is not doing well, often with a highly worried family. If you are able to help with a donation for this vital work
we do, please visit our website or check out our FB Page.

CLIENTS GIVE FIRST CLASS FEEDBACK
A crucial 30 page report compiled February-August 2020 –despite
Lockdown- was produced by AMG Training & Consultancy to evaluate
the effectiveness of our Positive Steps Project as it reached five
years of roll out. Commissioned by Lottery funders, this was originally
earmarked for a conference to share findings to a wide ranging network
of agencies. That event couldn’t happen, so a different path had to be
taken. The report examines whether our model for adult survivors who
have long-term health conditions has benefitted them, highlighting
the 4 main support strands: 1:1 support, complementary therapies, a
Hands on Health Self-Management Course, and peer support group
meetings. The main aim was to show that funded outcomes had been
met, and made a real difference.
The Positive Steps Project employs a Co-ordinator, an admin post
(both part-time) and sessional therapists who deliver what has become
a very established part of MAF’s services. The evidence that it is a
lifeline for many clients is clear from case studies detailed throughout
the report from an in-depth review of 20 randomly selected case files.
There was a range of external stakeholder interviews held, focus
groups used Zoom, and desk research and surveys were included
in the analysis. Not only was it highly praised by attendees- who
committed to a 12 week self-management course- but also by external
agencies. Health visitors in GP practices noted positive differences
to patients; several clients felt the tools and techniques they learnt
helped them handle Lockdown better, and to set goals. Future potential
developments are also identified in the report, and progressing more
joint working with partners including a befriending type service for
survivors in Glasgow, is recommended.
The project has indeed fulfilled its aims, met the outcomes and greatly
assisted the lives of clients. Here are just a few quotes on noticeable
boosts to their health, wellbeing, and hopes for the future.
“Amazing. Positive energy and warm reassuring
environment created by the therapist. The experience
has changed my life and journey in a powerful way.
Thank you.”
“My rheumatologist advised she does not feel I need to
start medication now and she directly attributed this to

my work with MAF.”
“The course was mind-blowing. So many lightbulb
moments.” “I share the tools with others: it felt amazing
to pass it on and help another person.” “I tend to make
better choices now.”
The report ends with a remarkable testimony from a former client –
now applying to study for a BA Hons degree in Criminology, who sent
it via another agency to be included. It concludes: My message
is if anyone is affected by CSA, please seek out the
Foundation. They have expertise in this subject and a
wealth of experience assisting people with trauma and
helping to aid the healing process. Yes, the onus is on me
to want to heal. However, without the help and support
of MAF, as well as other great support, I am sure my life
could have taken a different turn.”
Gllian is the glue behind MAF’s achievements which are reflected in such
good client feedback,
so we were delighted
when
she
was
selected as a finalist
for leadership in
organisations making
a social impact in the
Businesswomen
in
Scotland
Awards.
“While not personally
emerging as winner,
I was thrilled to bits
to find myself in a
very strong field of
inspirational women
really
making
a
difference,” Gillian
comments. (In our
book, you will always
be a star Gillian….
well done!)
Director Gillian Urquhart
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HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
Just prior to Lockdown Laura Fawcett and former volunteer Stephanie Flood joined our Admin staff,
and also helping out part-time in Reception is Kirsten Jorgensen, another ‘weel kent’ face. October saw
MAF welcome 2 new Client Support Officers Ann Fabiani and Lee Paterson to the team under Clinical
Manager Maria Hanlon. Welcome to the MAF family all of you, ladies!
Stepping down at some point in 2021 is our indefatigable Chair of the Trustee Board, Maggie Docherty.
“We’re glad Maggie plans to see the new two storey annexe in operation with a link corridor fully
functioning before she hands over the reins,” comments Founder Sandra. “We’ll be hugely lucky if her
successor, whoever they are, has anything like Maggie’s commitment and passion for the charity.”
Maree Todd, Minister for Children and Young People, has agreed to open our new facility when it is safe
to do so. Local MSP Alex Neil, who retires before May elections, also hopes to see it up and running. The
Minister may also meet a new group which emerged during Lockdown. The children and young people
call themselves “MAF Champions”, thanks to money from The Listening Fund which has also secured
the research skills of Javita Narang, a PhD graduate. Javita co-produced a well-regarded documentary
Hidden in Silence which highlighted the difficulties faced by survivors from BAME communities. Trustee,
Rukhsana Saleem, waived her anonymity after participating in the film. To have you work closely with
Margaret Mills, our CSO for Children and Families, Javita, is a joy!
Lastly, we were delighted to welcome Steven McLellan as a new Board Trustee in August. Steven is CEO
at RAMH a long established agency community mental health service based in Paisley, Renfrewshire.
RAMH already has some links with MAF due to the Links Workers placed in GP practices, so we are glad
to know Steven (right) is already familiar with our charity. His appointment takes the Board numbers to
nine and regular Zoom meetings throughout Covid have allowed Trustees to continue the supportive role
they play. Welcome aboard too, Steven!
On a sadder note, 2020 saw two well regarded volunteers pass away. Saying farewells were difficult due to Covid restrictions, but we will
remember Shirley Hogan from Falkirk, and Jean Apicella who lived locally, with great affection. Their fierce passion for child protection was
reflected in the virtual services held for them. Shirley and her partner, Lesley, were both very active volunteers for many years. Jean had joined
in recent times, just after retiring as a medical secretary. Our thoughts are with their families, and also that of former client Alan Stirling. Alan
waived his anonymity and campaigned to fundraise for us through the Airdrie & Coatbridge Advertiser, as he was so deeply grateful for the
help he had received as an abuse survivor. All three of these remarkable MAF supporters had struggled with health issues for some time, but
it was particularly sad that Alan died at just 50, when he still had so much to offer. In a year that has indeed taken far too many too soon, we
will miss them all.

AND FINALLY, IF YOU’RE A PODCAST FAN….
Some people got into box sets during Lockdown, others found podcasts highly addictive! If podcasts appeal, you may like to know that Founder
Sandra is highly involved in helping co-ordinate one which examines the case of Moira Anderson. She is working closely with journalist Rachael
Revesz and they have several production companies showing interest, dependent on funding. Sandra also took part in a brand new podcast
Journeys in Education where she featured as first guest talking about MAF, and Moira’s story, with interviewer Douglas Clark, in October. https:
journeysineducation.libsyn.com The website is well worth a look, the tenth guest for example, is James Docherty who is well known for
his views on ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences) and his work at the Scottish Violence Reduction Unit.

SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS GO TO
Longterm supporters May Mullen of Occasions Flowers, Coatbridge who raised approx £400 over 2020 for us, and Mark Bell who made it a
Dry Year for him... but got £600 from sponsors. And also veteran MP for Coatbridge & Chryston Tom Clarke, who has long championed our
work, was named Sir Tom in the New Year Honours List. Well done all on your outstanding achievements!

DIARY DATE TO NOTE: MAF LADIES LUNCH 2021 is at DALZIEL COUNTRY PARK HOTEL MOTHERWELL,
SUN SEPT 5TH TICKETS £35. SPECIAL GUEST VIV LUMSDEN AND A FULL LINE UP OF ENTERTAINMENT

